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Motivation

Personalized bAbI Dialog Dataset

Results

Contributions
An important yet unexplored aspect of end-to-end trained dialog systems is

the personalization of the model’s responses based on the profile of who it

is interacting with. There are no open datasets for analyzing this problem.

• New dataset of goal-oriented dialogs influenced by speaker profiles

• Modification to Memory Network architecture to handle personalization

• Analysis of personalization as a multi-task learning problem

We propose modifications to the bAbI dialog

dataset by altering bot utterance patterns and KB

entities. In addition to the goals of the original 5

tasks, the dialog system must read a user’s profile:

1. Alter speech style based on age and gender
To test if model can form associations between

language concepts (like formality or precision)

and user attributes.

2. Personalize suggestions based on dietary
preference or favorite food item

To test if model can perform reasoning, ranking

and retrieval based on combination of user

attributes and variable parameters from dialog.

Compared to bAbI dialogs, vocabulary size

increased 4x and candidate set increased 10x.

Memory Network with 
Split-Memory Architecture

Multi-task Learning

Task Memory 
Network

Split-Memory
Architecture 

PT1 99.8 85.6

PT2 99.9 93.4

PT3 58.9 68.6

PT4 57.1 57.1

PT5 85.1 87.3

Per-response accuracy on our tasks:

We compared 6 profile-specific Memory Network

models trained on 1000 full dialogs each to a

multi-profile model trained on 6000 full dialogs

containing all 6 profiles (PT5).

Average per-response accuracy over 6 test sets of

1000 profile-specific dialogs:

Profile-specific: 80.3% vs Multi-profile: 85.1%

Better performance due to learning shared features

among 6 user profiles:

Split-memory model is:

• Able to attend to and

reason using user’s

profile in more

meaningful ways

• Better at interpreting

facts and context from

conversation history.

• Memory Network is able to track dialog state

and personalizer speech style (PT1-2).

• Split-memory architecture is worse at simpler

tasks (PT1-2) but improves accuracy on

personalized reasoning tasks (PT3-5).

• Both mix up embeddings of KB entities.
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